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Abstract: The authors propose asynchronous level crossing (LC) A/D converters for low redundancy voice sampling. They
propose to utilise the family of iterative methods with adaptive thresholding (IMAT) for reconstructing voice from non-uniform LC
and adaptive LC (ALC) samples thereby promoting sparsity. The authors modify the basic IMAT algorithm and propose the
iterative method with adaptive thresholding for level crossing (IMATLC) algorithm for improved reconstruction performance. To
this end, the authors analytically derive the basic IMAT algorithm by applying the gradient descent and gradient projection
optimisation techniques to the problem of square error minimisation subjected to sparsity. The simulation results indicate that
the proposed IMATLC reconstruction method outperforms the conventional reconstruction method based on low-pass signal
assumption by 6.56 dBs in terms of reconstruction signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for LC sampling. In this scenario, IMATLC
outperforms orthogonal matching pursuit, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator and smoothed L0 sparsity promoting
algorithms by average amounts of 12.13, 10.31, and 10.28 dBs, respectively. Finally, the authors compare the performance of
the proposed LC/ALC-based A/Ds with the conventional uniform sampling-based A/Ds and their random sampling-based
counterparts both in terms of perceptual evaluation of speech quality and reconstruction SNR.

1

Introduction

Uniform sampling guarantees perfect reconstruction (under ideal
sampling conditions) for low-pass signals if the Shannon–Nyquist
criteria is met [1, 2]. However, level crossing (LC) or Lebesgue
sampling [3–5] scheme takes samples whenever the signal
amplitude crosses a set of predefined levels. This approach
generates signal-dependent non-uniform samples. It also
significantly reduces the number of samples needed for signal
reconstruction by automatically adapting the sampling rate to the
local spectral properties of the signal [6, 7]. LC A/Ds quantise and
encode the time instances of the LCs. As considered in this paper,
LC is an appropriate sampling scheme for bursty and nonstationary signals like voice.
Apart from this theoretical advantage, LC-based A/Ds are
asynchronous and hence can be implemented without a global
clock. This in turn leads to reduced power consumption, heating
and electromagnetic interference [8–10].
Some previous works consider the LCs as non-uniform samples
of the original signal and apply low-pass iterative techniques based
on frame theory for signal reconstruction [11–14]. Malmirchegini
et al. [13] also apply the iterative inverse system technique to
improve the performance of the conventional LC reconstruction. In
[15, 16], the authors estimate the local bandwidth of the signal
from LC time instances and reconstruct the signal by spline-based
filtering [15] or by solving a least squares problem [16]. The
authors [17, 18] use prolate spheroidal wave functions to
interpolate the signal from its LC samples. Finally in [19], the
authors propose the sum-of-sincs band limited signal model and
exploit the prior knowledge of signal bandwidth to accurately
reconstruct the signal by solving an eigenvalue or least squares
problem.
As observed above, previous works on LC signal reconstruction
have mostly considered low [12–14] or bandpass [11] (compact
support) signal assumption and there are few prior works that
assume sparsity [20, 21]. Boufounos et al. [20] formulate the zero
crossing reconstruction problem as minimisation of a sparsity
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inducing cost function on the unit sphere. Sharma et al. [21] also
use the basis pursuit and orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)
techniques to reconstruct the signal from LC samples.
Unfortunately, both these prior works [20, 21] assume periodic
sparse signals that are generated as the sum of harmonic
exponentials. Such generic signals are in fact not bursty and hence
LC is not suitable for them. However, in this research, we show
that the sparsity promoting family of iterative methods with
adaptive thresholding (IMAT)-based reconstruction techniques
work well for the realistic scenario of reconstructing voice signals
from LC and adaptive LC (ALC) samples.
Contributions: In this work, we propose to utilise the family of
IMAT [22, 23] for reconstructing voice from LC/ALC samples
promoting sparsity. The simulation results show that the proposed
sparsity promoting IMATLC technique significantly improves the
reconstruction signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by 6.56 dBs in
comparison with the IterativeI low-pass-based reconstruction
method at the sampling rate of r = 50%. This is due to the fact that
IMAT-based algorithms efficiently extract the high-frequency voice
components that are omitted by the common anti-aliasing filters in
low-pass-based reconstruction techniques.
Analytically, we show how IMAT-based reconstruction
algorithms can be derived by applying the gradient descent (GD)
and gradient projection (GP) [24, 25] algorithms to the problem of
square error (SE) minimisation subjected to sparsity. This
analytical discussion helps us modify the basic IMAT algorithm to
propose IMATLC by adding an additional LC sampling constraint
to the SE minimisation problem solved by IMAT.
We show efficient performance of the proposed IMATLC
technique by simulations on both conventional and ALC sampling
schemes. We observe that in this scenario, IMATLC outperforms
the sparsity promoting reconstruction techniques of Iterative
Method with Adaptive Thresholding and Interpolation (IMATI),
IMAT, OMP [26], least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(LASSO) [27], and smoothed L0 (SL0) [28] by 1.89, 7.81, 12.13,
10.31, and 10.28 dBs, respectively.
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reconstruction techniques in some applications regarding
complexity or reconstruction quality [22].
In this section, we first state the original IMAT and IMATI
algorithms in Section 3.1. Then, in Section 3.2, we show how
IMAT and IMATI algorithms can be derived by applying the GD
and GP algorithms to the problem of SE minimisation subject to
the sparsity constraint. This approach enables us to derive and
propose a new variant of IMAT, namely IMATLC, which not only
outperforms OMP, LASSO, and SL0 but also improves the
reconstruction quality in comparison with IMAT and IMATI when
applied to LC/ALC sampling cases.
It should be noted that as the crossing times are quantised in the
LC/ALC technique, the samples collected by LC/ALC are located
on a grid, i.e. at integer multiples of a basic temporal resolution τ.
Hence, we consider the discrete signal model in our analytical
studies.
3.1 Basic IMAT and IMATI algorithms
The iterative reconstruction formulas for IMAT and IMATI are
given as
IMAT: xk + 1 n = λy n + 1 − λs n ℑ xk n

Fig. 1 LC-based Sampling Scheme

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the
conventional and ALC A/D models briefly. Section 3 outlines the
proposed sparsity promoting IMAT-based reconstruction
techniques and analytically derives the proposed IMATLC
reconstruction algorithm by applying the GP technique to minimise
the SE of the reconstructed signal subject to the sparsity and LC
constraints. Section 4 provides the simulation results and finally
Section 5 concludes the paper.
For further reproduction of the reported results, MATLAB
codes of the proposed algorithm have been made available online
at the personal webpage of the first author.

2

LC A/D model

In the conventional LC A/Ds, a signal sample is taken when the
signal amplitude intersects a predefined reference level. The
predefined levels may be optimised if prior knowledge about the
statistical signal properties is available. However, in this paper, we
consider the general case of uniformly spaced levels. Let
ℒ = −((l − 1)/2)d, − ((l − 3)/2)d, …, ((l − 3)/2)d, ((l − 1)/2)d
denote the predefined set of uniform levels where l is assumed an
odd integer. The distance between consecutive levels d is adjusted
such that these l levels completely cover the whole dynamic range
of the input signal. Hence, LC sampling provides non-uniform
samples in which the n′th sample is represented by a nonuniformly spaced time instance tn and the crossed level ln ∈ ℒ
where x tn = ln and x t denotes the input signal. In an
asynchronous LC-based A/D, the time difference between
consecutive samples is quantised and digitally encoded along with
the value of the crossed level ln. We also investigate the
performance of the proposed reconstruction algorithms on ALC
sampling scheme proposed by Malmirchegini et al. [13]. A more
detailed analysis of LC sampling and its properties could be found
in [29, 30].
Fig. 1 depicts non-uniform samples obtained by LC and ALC
sampling schemes. As observed in this figure, the sampling rate is
adapted automatically to the local spectral bandwidth of the input
signal.

3

Reconstruction by the family of IMAT

The family of IMAT techniques are generally used for fast and
efficient sparse recovery. This algorithm was proposed for sparse
signal recovery from random/compressive samples in [22, 23, 31].
The family of IMAT-based algorithms prove to outperform OMP
[26], iterative hard thresholding [32], and LASSO [27]
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(1)

IMATI: xk + 1 n = ℑ xk n + λℐ y n − s n xk n

(a) LC, (b) ALC sampling schemes

In (1), x n and xk n are the original signal and its reconstructed
version at the k′th algorithm iteration and λ is the relaxation
parameter that controls the convergence of the algorithm. ℑ . and
ℐ . denote the thresholding and interpolation operators. Any of
the well-known interpolation techniques of sample and hold (SH),
linear interpolation, spline etc. can be simply used as the
interpolation operator ℐ . . The thresholding operator ℑ .
transforms the input signal to the sparse domain (Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT), discrete cosine transform (DCT) etc.), sets the
signal components with absolute values below the threshold t k to
zero and finally transforms back to the original time domain.
Finally, s n is a binary sampling mask, and y n is the sampled
signal given by
yn =sn xn
sn =

∑ δ n − ni

(2)

i

In (2), δ . denotes the Kronecker delta function, m is the frame
length, 0 ≤ ni ≤ m − 1 denotes the sampling time instances.
The threshold value t k is decreased exponentially by
t k = βe− αk where k is the iteration number. The algorithm
performance is less dependent on the choice of the algorithm
parameters λ, β, α but these parameters are optimised empirically
for fastest convergence. The block diagrams for IMAT and IMATI
algorithms are given in Fig. 2 in which the DCT domain is
considered for thresholding.
3.2 Algorithm derivations by SE minimisation
In this subsection, we show how IMAT and IMATI algorithms can
be derived by applying the GD and GP algorithms to the problem
of SE minimisation subject to the sparsity constraint. This
approach enables us to derive a new variant of IMAT, namely
IMATLC, which not only outperforms OMP, LASSO, and SL0 but
also improves the reconstruction quality in comparison with IMAT
and IMATI when applied to LC/ALC sampling cases. It should be
noted that no formal convergence analysis has been published for
the IMAT algorithm so far. The following discussion gives
intuition on the algorithms and helps derive IMATLC for improved
performance. Theorem 1 derives the IMAT reconstruction formula
from the GP algorithm.
Theorem
Xk

N×1

1:

Denote

by

= xk 0 , xk 1 , …, xk N

t

X N × 1 = x 0 , x 1 , …, x N

t

and

the vectors of the original signal
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Note that the above reasoning is true regardless of the choice of
the underdetermined matrix S.
Remark 1: For tuning the algorithm parameters, note that the step
size λ must satisfy 0 < λ < (2/σmax SHS ) = 2 to avoid possible
divergence according to the theory of the gradient algorithm for SE
minimisation [24, 25].
Definition 1: A signal vector X is called interpolatable with regard
to a specific sampling matrix S and a specific interpolation method
ℐ, if it can be perfectly reconstructed by applying ℐ on the subset
of its samples determined by S. By ℌS, ℐ, we denote the space of all
signal vectors that are interpolatable with regard to the sampling
matrix S and the interpolation method ℐ.
It is obvious that interpolatability is a very general signal
property that highly depends on the sampling pattern and the
interpolation method. As a special case, this property reduces to the
well-known low-pass property for uniform samples interpolated by
sinc functions.

Fig. 2 Block diagrams
(a) IMAT, (b) IMATI reconstruction algorithms

and its estimate at the k′th iteration of IMAT. Also let
SM × N (M < N) to be a submatrix of identity that models the
subsampling operation by keeping the rows corresponding to the
sampling instances and omitting others from I N × N . Hence,
Y M × 1 = SX denotes the vector of the LC/ALC sampled signal.
Also denote the thresholding operator by ℑ . that operates
element wise when applied to vectors. Also suppose that X is lsparse in ΨN × N basis, i.e. ∃ Ψ ∈ ℝN × N , ΨHΨ = I such that
X = ΨZ, | | Z | |0 ≤ l in which ∥ ∥0 denotes the l0 pseudo-norm.
Utilising this notation, the following IMAT iterations given by (3)
seek the solution of the SE minimisation problem subject to
sparsity (4).
IMAT: X k + 1 = ℑ X k + λSt Y − Sℑ X k

(3)

^

min | | Y − SX | |22
^

X

(4)

s.t.
^

| | ΨHX | |0 ≤ l
Proof: The iterative IMAT formula given by (3) is composed of a
recursion step followed by thresholding. The thresholding step is
interpreted as projection onto the sparse signal space Σl defined as
the set of all signals having equal or less than l non-zero
^
components in the sparse signal domain, i.e. | | ΨHX | |0 ≤ l. The
recursion step itself can be derived by moving the current solution
X k in the reverse direction of the gradient of the objective function
to achieve X k + 1. The gradient of the objective function is
calculated as
∂
∂
Y − SX 22 =
Y − SX t Y − SX
∂X
∂X
∂ t
=
Y Y − Y tSX − X tStY + X tStSX
∂X
= 2St SX − Y
Hence, applying the steepest descent algorithm we get
X k + 1 = X k + λSt Y − SX k
which results in (3) adding thresholding. Note that the sparse signal
domain Σl is the union of convex manifolds (subspaces) each
having a specific pattern for the non-zero transform components.
Hence, projection onto Σl does not increase Euclidean distance [24]
and therefore the resulting GP algorithm will remain convergent
[25].□
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Corollary 1: Similar to IMAT, the iterative IMATI formula can be
written in vector format as (5) in which ℐ . denotes the
interpolation operator
IMATI: X k + 1 = ℑ X k + λℐ St Y − SX k

(5)

Now utilising Definition 1 and taking an approach similar to the
proof to Theorem 1, IMATI can be easily derived by applying the
GP algorithm to the SE minimisation problem given by (6). Note
that this problem features the additional constraint of
interpolatability. As interpolation is a linear operator with regard to
a fixed sampling mask S, ℌS, ℐ is a convex space and projection
onto ℌS, ℐ in the GP procedure does not jeopardise the convergence
of the overall algorithm. IMATI starts from the initial point of
X 0 = 0 and projects the direction of movement onto this convex
space by ℐ . in each iteration
^

min | | Y − SX | |22
^

X

s.t.
^

| | ΨHX | |0 ≤ l

(6)

^

X ∈ ℌS, ℐ
Having derived IMAT and IMATI algorithms, we need to define
the basic LC property to enable us derive IMATLC. This property
is readily concluded from the initial definition of LC sampling
scheme.
Definition 2: The basic LC property states that for the time period
between two consecutive LC/ALC samples, the signal keeps
among those sample values. In other words if x ti = xi and
x ti + 1 = xi + 1 denote two consecutive LC/ALC samples (suppose
xi ≥ xi + 1), we have xi + 1 ≤ x t ≤ xi, ∀ti ≤ t ≤ ti + 1. By ℒT , L, we
denote the space of all signal vectors that satisfy the basic LC
constraint with regard to the temporal crossing sequence of
T = {0, …, ti, ti + 1, …}
and
crossing
values
of
L = x0, …, xi, xi + 1, … .
Although the sparsity promoting algorithms of IMAT and
IMATI work fairly well for reconstructing sparse signals from
LC/ALC samples, but it is observed that the final signal
reconstructed by these methods violates the basic LC property.
This phenomenon in turn degrades the final reconstruction
performance. To overcome this issue, we propose IMATLC
algorithm in Corollary 2.
Corollary 2: Taking an approach similar to the proof of Theorem 1,
IMATLC can be easily derived by applying the GP algorithm to the
following SE minimisation problem:
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4

In this section, we first illustrate improved performance of the
proposed family of IMAT-based techniques for LC/ALC sampling
reconstruction in comparison with both low-pass-based
reconstruction techniques and other sparsity promoting algorithms
of OMP, LASSO and SL0 in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we
compare the performance of the proposed LC/ALC-based A/Ds
with both random sampling-based A/Ds and the conventional
uniform sampling-based A/Ds working at the Nyquist rate.
It should be noted that we compare the performance of different
sampling/reconstruction methods in terms of the average
reconstruction SNR and success rates (SR) achieved on a
statistically sufficient number of voice frames. Each frame is 20 ms
long and is extracted from a database of high-quality English voice
(55% male, 45% female) sampled at 48 kHz. Hence, the sampling
frequency of the input voice is set at 48 kHz to ensure that no
frequency component in human audible range (20 Hz to 20 kHz) is
missed. Equivalently, by fixing the input sampling rate at 48 kHz,
our simulation scenario is addressing the quantisation effects in the
LC/ALC
A/D
at
a
temporal
resolution
of
τ = 1/48 kHz = 2.08 × 10−5 s.
Note that a central contribution in this paper is to replace the
traditional low-pass signal assumption (e.g. 3.3 kHz as the
bandwidth for voice) by the sparse signal assumption using the
family of IMAT-based reconstruction techniques. Hence, unlike the
common assumption of 3.3 kHz for voice, we avoid the antialiasing filter on 3.3 kHz to be able to capture frequency
components beyond 3.3 kHz. Consequently, the input sampling
frequency must be so high (e.g. 48 kHz) as to make sure that all
components in the human audible range [20–20 k] Hz are
accommodated. Although these high-frequency components may
seem negligible, but we observe that utilising the sparse
assumption, we achieve noticeable SNR and perceptual evaluation
of speech quality (PESQ) improvements in comparison with the
traditional low-pass-based reconstruction techniques.
To gain an insight on the subjective quality achieved by
different techniques, we also report PESQ [33] scores achieved on
the whole 10 s voice recording. The PESQ score ranges from −0.5
to 4.5 with 4.5 standing for the best subjective quality.
The SNR values reported as the quality measure in this section
are inversely proportional to the mean SE introduced in the
previous section and are calculated as

Fig. 3 Algorithm 1: stepwise presentation of the IMATLC algorithm

Fig. 4 Block diagram for the proposed IMATLC algorithm
^

SNR =

min | | Y − SX | |22
^

X

s.t.
^

| | ΨHX | |0 ≤ l

(7)

^

X ∈ ℒT , L

(8)

where ℒC . denotes projection onto ℒT , L (LC projection) and is
applied by hard limiting the signal reconstructed between each two
consecutive samples to the lower and upper boundaries enforced by
the corresponding sample values.
It is obvious that ℒT , L is convex, i.e. if two signals satisfy this
constraint, any linear combination of them also satisfies the same
constraint. IMATLC technique guarantees enforcement of the basic
LC constraint by projecting the signal reconstructed in each
iteration onto this convex space.
Finally note that as the newly added LC constraint is convex, it
does not jeopardise convergence of the overall algorithm and the
reasoning is complete.
Algorithm 1 (Fig. 3) gives the stepwise presentation of the
proposed IMATLC algorithm. Fig. 4 also gives the block diagram
for IMATLC.
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∑iN=−01 X m

2

∑iN=−01 (X k m − X m )2

(9)

Finally, reported SR values are also defined as the percentage of
the voice frames reconstructed with final SNRs above a preset
threshold.
4.1
Performance
comparisons
reconstruction methods

According to the GP technique, IMATLC is derived as
IMATLC: X k + 1 = ℒC ℑ X k + λSt Y − Sℑ X k

Simulation results

between

different

This section demonstrates improved performance of the proposed
IMATLC algorithm compared with other sparsity promoting
algorithms of IMAT, IMATI, OMP, LASSO and SL0 for LC/ALC
sampling reconstruction. To compare the idea of sparsity
promoting voice reconstruction with the conventional low-pass
reconstruction techniques, we also report the reconstruction
performance for Iterative and IterativeI (Iterative plus
Interpolation) algorithms. It should be noted that the Iterative and
IterativeI (Iterative plus Interpolation) techniques proposed by
Senay et al. [18] are used for LC/ALC signal reconstruction based
on low-pass signal assumption.
It should be noted that for each algorithm, the parameters are
optimised for best performance. These parameters are α, β, λ
values for IMAT, IMATI and IMATLC, the relaxation parameter
λ for Iterative and IterativeI, the number of iterations for OMP,
the regularisation parameter for LASSO and the σ decrease factor
for SL0. The low-pass filter used in the Iterative and IterativeI
techniques is a DFT filter applied by setting the high-pass DFT
coefficients to zero. Its cutoff frequency also equals the cutoff
IET Signal Process., 2017, Vol. 11 Iss. 6, pp. 721-726
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Table 1 Comparison between the SR values (%) achieved
by different reconstruction algorithms for LC sampling (SNR
values exceeding 25 dBs are considered as successful
reconstruction)
Reconstruction method
Sampling rate
(r = 0.3)
(r = 0.5) (r = 0.7)
Success rate, %
IMATLC
IMATI
IterativeI
IMAT
Iterative
OMP
LASSO
SL0

Fig. 5 Comparison between the average SNRs (dB) achieved by different
reconstruction algorithms for LC sampling

frequency of the anti-aliasing filter applied to the input signal prior
to LC/ALC sampling and reconstruction. According to the
generalised Nyquist sampling rule [2, 12], the cutoff frequency for
this filter is set as half the average sampling frequency or
equivalently
0.5 × r × 48 kHz

(10)

where r is the average sampling rate defined as the ratio of the
number of LC/ALC samples to the total signal length.
The simulation results reveal that a simple causal SH
interpolation works sufficiently well for our reconstruction purpose
in IMATI and IterativeI algorithms. This result is expected as the
signal amplitude is supposed to remain almost constant between
two consecutive LC time instances. It was also observed that
considering the DCT as the sparse domain for thresholding
outperforms other possible transform domains.
Fig. 5 compares the average SNR (dB) values achieved by the
mentioned algorithms for LC sampling with different number of
uniform levels leading to different sampling rates. Note that we
disregard IMAT and Iterative algorithms in this figure since IMATI
and IterativeI already outperform the basic IMAT and Iterative
techniques. It should also be noted that SL0 performance curve is
IET Signal Process., 2017, Vol. 11 Iss. 6, pp. 721-726
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97.09
95.14
79.14
55.34
36.89
18.45
14.56
21.24

∼ 100
∼ 100
94.24
93.21
81.55
28.15
62.14
34.97

Table 2 Comparison between the SR values (%) achieved
by different reconstruction algorithms for ALC sampling (SNR
values exceeding 25 dBs are considered as successful
reconstruction)
Reconstruction method
Sampling rate
(r = 0.3)
(r = 0.5) (r = 0.7)
Success rate, %
IMATLC
IMATI
IterativeI
IMAT
Iterative
OMP
LASSO
SL0

Fig. 6 Comparison between the average SNRs (dB) achieved by different
reconstruction algorithms for ALC sampling

47.57
44.66
28.15
3.88
∼0
6.79
∼0
15.16

52.43
48.54
29.12
4.85
∼0
0.97
2.91
5.88

∼ 100
98.06
87.38
58.25
40.78
17.48
51.46
35.29

∼ 100
∼ 100
∼ 100
95.15
85.44
29.13
88.35
93.14

so close to those of OMP and LASSO algorithms. Hence, to avoid
crowding this figure, we only plot the SNR curves for IMATLC,
IMATI, IterativeI, LASSO and OMP.
The corresponding SR (%) values achieved are also reported in
Table 1. In this table, the SNR threshold considered as successful
reconstruction is set at 25 dBs.
Perceptual comparisons by the PESQ score also confirm the
above results. The PESQ values achieved for the whole voice
recording of 10 s length are 3.78, 3.61, 2.93, 2.85, 2.63, 2.39, 2.58
and 2.76 for IMATLC, IMATI, IterativeI, IMAT, Iterative, OMP,
LASSO and SL0 algorithms, respectively.
It can be concluded that the proposed family of IMAT-based
reconstruction algorithms clearly outperform both low-pass-based
reconstruction techniques (Iterative and IterativeI) and other
sparsity promoting algorithms (OMP, LASSO and SL0) for
LC/ALC sampling reconstruction.
We also investigate the performance of the proposed
reconstruction algorithms on the ALC sampling scheme proposed
by Senay et al. [18]. Fig. 6 and Table 2 compare the average
reconstruction SNR (dB) and SR (%) values achieved by these
algorithms for ALC sampling technique with different sampling
rates. For similar reasons as before and to avoid crowding Fig. 6,
we only plot the SNR curves for IMATLC, IMATI, IterativeI,
LASSO and OMP algorithms in this figure. The results achieved
for ALC also confirm that the proposed family of IMAT-based
algorithms clearly excel the other reconstruction methods. It is also
observed that apart from the practical implementation advantages
of ALC sampling scheme, its reconstruction quality exceeds the
conventional LC scheme by an average of around 1.35 dBs.
Similar to the LC case, the PESQ values of 4.19, 4.03, 3.39,
3.18, 3.06, 3.26, 3.65 and 3.32 are achieved by IMATLC, IMATI,
IterativeI, IMAT, Iterative, OMP, LASSO and SL0 algorithms,
respectively, for a sampling rate of 50%. These values also confirm
the previously concluded results.
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Table 3 Average reconstruction SNRs (dB) achieved by
different reconstruction algorithms for random sampling
Reconstruction method
Sampling rate r
(0.1) (0.3) (0.5) (0.7)
IMATI
IterativeI
IMAT
Iterative
OMP
LASSO
SL0

14.6
13.58
10.93
9.85
3.89
7.85
5.35

31.27
30.98
28.53
25.82
21.71
18.45
22.97

41.73
39.71
39.63
37.89
36.58
28.11
37

47.83
46.83
46.19
44.65
41.56
42.4
43.62

[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

4.2 LC/ALC versus random and uniform sampling-based
A/Ds

[9]

In this section, we also provide the reconstruction SNRs for the
random sampling method in Table 3 to compare the performance of
the proposed LC-based asynchronous A/Ds with random samplingbased A/Ds. Also note that the SNR values achieved by the
conventional Nyquist-based low-pass A/Ds are 9.96, 22.58 and
33.1 dBs for the down sampling ratios of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5,
respectively. For the uniform sampling, the signal is perfectly
reconstructed by a single low-pass filter and hence the distortion
caused is only due to the prior anti-aliasing low-pass filtering.
Similarly, PESQ values of 4.31 and 3.42 are achieved for a
sampling rate of 50% for random and uniform sampling,
respectively.
It can be concluded from the above results that sparsity-based
random sampling A/Ds outperform both LC/ALC and conventional
Nyquist-based A/Ds. However, sampling the input signal at exactly
random time instances is practically challenging, hence in this
research we propose sparsity-based LC/ALC A/Ds as a substitute
for random sampling A/Ds which not only outperform
conventional low-pass A/Ds but also benefit asynchronous
implementation advantages. The proposed LC/ALC-based A/D
promotes sparsity by applying IMAT and IMATI reconstruction
methods and its performance approaches the ideal case of random
sampling A/Ds as the sampling rate increases.

[10]

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed asynchronous and sparsity promoting
LC/ALC-based A/Ds as a substitute for the conventional uniform
sampling-based A/Ds for voice. The proposed scheme not only
improves signal quality by applying the sparsity promoting family
of IMAT algorithms but also reduces sampling redundancy by
signal-dependent LC sampling. We show how IMAT-based
reconstruction algorithms can be derived by applying the GD and
GP algorithms to the problem of SE minimisation subjected to
sparsity. This analytical discussion helps us modify the basic IMAT
algorithm to propose IMATLC by adding an additional LC
sampling constraint to the SE minimisation problem solved by
IMAT. IMATLC not only outperforms its predecessors (IMAT and
IMATI) but also excels other sparsity promoting techniques of
OMP, LASSO and SL0 for LC/ALC reconstruction. The simulation
results also revealed that the proposed A/Ds outperform the
conventional low-pass A/Ds by avoiding the prerequisite antialiasing filter distortion. Finally, we compared the performance of
the proposed A/Ds with uniform and random sampling-based
A/Ds.
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